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Mission Statement


ISIS is a leading community 


organization that welcomes 
immigrants.


Working in partnership, ISIS 
offers services and creates 
opportunities that enable 
immigrants to participate fully in 
Canadian life.







WHO WE SERVE


q Permanent residents of all 
categories in Nova Scotia


q Over 1600 new clients/year


q Serve over 3000 immigrants/year


q Clients from over 90 countries


q Top three source countries:  
China, Iran and Afghanistan







q Challenges of economic 
integration


q Analysis of the issues


q Solutions that work


PRESENTATION OVERVIEW







Finding Work: Challenges & Solutions







Challenges  


• Language - especially profession-specific language & 
jargon


• Lack of familiarity with job search, interviewing, employer 
expectations,  workplace culture, business start-up 
processes


• Lack of local professional networks and references







What to do? 


Programs & services for clients…


• Client-centred
• Flexible & customized
• Responsive & focused
• Integrate employment & language
• Accessible







Employment Counselling







Pathways to Licensure







Responsive & focused                          







Delivery Options increase Access                          


• Face to Face


• Classroom


• Distance


• Online







Employment Services & Programs                          


• Employment counselling and coaching
• Language for work programs
• Pre-employment Workshops
• Practice Interviews
• Computer training
• Technical skills training
• Career Access Fund
• Profession specific programs







Challenges 


• Employers don’t value international experience


• Employers worry about language & workplace culture


• Employers underestimate competencies


• Employers don’t understand technicalities of immigration


Employers are risk-adverse







What to do? 


Develop strategies to change employer 
perceptions…


from risk to opportunity







How to do it?                         


• Employer engagement 


• Build & maintain positive partnerships with local 
employers


• Develop strategies & programs to bring skilled 
immigrants into contact with potential employers


• Facilitate opportunities for worksite based competency 
assessment







Working with potential employers 


• Direct client referrals & job postings


• On-site Recruitment & Info Sessions


• Professional Mentor Program


• Work Placement Program


• Wage subsidies


• English in the Workplace







Challenge  


International qualifications recognition







Multi-stakeholder Work Groups                          


A unique collaborative model for making changes in 
regulated occupations







Multi-stakeholder Work Groups                          


• Bring all key players to the table


• Profession-specific


• Develops a collective vision


• Eliminates the “not my problem” attitude


• Enables collaborative initiatives


• Facilitates realistic solutions







Indicators of Success 


Working in field
• Province % of Canadian-born % of Internationally Educated 


Immigrants 
• Nfld & Lab 63 60
• Nova Scotia 60 40
• Saskatchewan 61 38
• PEI 63 37
• New Brunswick 62 37
• Alberta 62 31
• Manitoba 65 26
• Ontario 62 24


• British Columbia 62 22 
• Quebec 59 19











Jan Sheppard Kutcher
Lead Manager, Economic Integration


ISIS
Halifax, Nova Scotia


jkutcher@isisns.ca
902-406-8840
www.isisns.ca
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Economic Integration of Immigrants in 
Smaller Provinces and Rural Areas of 


Canada: Outcomes, Challenges and Policies


Comments on papers by Akbari, Kutcher, and Annis/Ashton


Ted McDonald, UNB
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“Labour Market Performance of Immigrants in Atlantic 
Canada and Rest of Canada” by Ather Akbari, Saint 
Mary’s University


ó Two results in particular are very 
interesting: 
◦ The changing distribution of immigrants away 
from Ontario 
◦ The positive earnings gap for immigrants in the 
Atlantic Provinces


ó What is driving these results?
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Motivation for the paper


ó What is the expected relationship between 
the smaller/older populations in Atlantic 
Canada and the labour market outcomes of 
immigrants? 


ó That is, what is the link between the first part 
of the paper and the second?


ó Multiple paths and directions of effect –
◦ Immigrant selection (and self-selection)
◦ Skill shortages
◦ Fewer opportunities, slower growth, higher 


unemployment
◦ Smaller social/cultural communities
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Regression Analysis – data issues


ó Whose earnings? Positive earnings during 
the reference week? Reference year? 
Annual or weekly earnings?
◦ Note that hours of work relate to the reference 
week and not the reference year


ó Wages and salaries only or all earned 
income?


ó Do immigrants include TFWs?
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Regression Analysis – results


ó ‘value’ of characteristics is higher in ATL 
for immigrants compared to non-
immigrants, but the opposite is true in the 
rest of Canada.
◦ Control for other observables – language 
fluency, where education was obtained, and 
(especially) Canadian experience


◦ Immigrants may differ significantly between 
ATL and ROC (country of birth, age at arrival, 
year of arrival, visa category): what about a 
similar decomposition of earnings for 
immigrants between different regions?
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◦ What about doing something similar for each 
region of Canada, in addition to ATL vs ROC? 
This might help illustrate the role of differences 
across provinces in immigration policy (PNP, 
settlement, etc)


◦ Out-migration? Only the most successful 
immigrants remain in ATL? Census files ask 
about province of residence one and five years 
ago


◦ Use the 20% long form Masterfile available in 
RDCs – especially suited for small area 
immigration 
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“Beyond Language: the Challenges of Economic 
Integration” by Jan Sheppard Kutcher, ISIS


ó The challenges are well known, but how 
much is known about program 
effectiveness? What works and what 
doesn’t?


ó Multiple objectives need to be met
◦ Attraction, Retention of immigrants
◦ Labour market outcomes of immigrants
◦ Social inclusion, quality of life
◦ Impact on the local economy
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Limited resources for...


ó Various types of services for immigrant 
clients
◦ General skills (language training)
◦ Job search skills (interview techniques)
◦ Industry/occupation specific skills


ó Various types of programs for potential 
employers
◦ Immigration processes
◦ Assessment of credentials and skills
◦ Wage subsidies and work placement programs


ó What is the right balance? 
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Employer perceptions


ó Is under-valuing international experience 
or underestimating competencies only an 
issue of perception?
◦ Employers’ risk aversion to immigrants could 
be based on past experience with immigrants 
(equivalence of credentials, language difficulty, 
etc)
◦ Are perceptions based more on a lack of 
experience or on previous negative 
experiences?


ó The underlying causes require different policy 
prescriptions to address them
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Working in field


ó While the % of non-immigrants working in 
their field of study is generally 
comparable across provinces, there are 
large variations in the comparable figures 
for immigrants
◦ 19% in Quebec to 60% in NF/Lab
◦ Atlantic provinces generally higher than Ontario 
and some other provinces
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Why the differences?


ó Characteristics of the immigrants
◦ Education and skills, age, country of origin, language 


fluency, period of arrival


ó Immigration Policy
◦ PNPs


ó Settlement and Integration Services
◦ Clients and potential employers


ó Provincial regulatory environment
◦ occupational licensure


ó How have these numbers changed over time?
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“Responding to labour market needs in rural Canada 
through immigration to welcoming communities” by Robert 
Annis and Bill Ashton. Rural Development Institute, 
Brandon University


◦ Notable results
ñWinnipeg receives the 5th most immigrants among 
Canadian cities, while rest-of-Manitoba would be 
10th


ñ 30% of immigrants choose rural destinations


ñ Rapid and significant increase in immigrant 
inflows is due entirely to immigrants arriving 
under the PNP 
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ó Growth in PNP numbers: why has there been 
no increase in the other visa categories? 
◦ General economic growth, increasing population in 


rural areas
◦ Development of ethnic networks


ó What is the skill composition of immigrants 
arriving under the PNP?  What is their 
occupational/employment distribution?


ó What are retention rates once PR is attained? 
As numbers continue to expand, are there 
implications for other municipalities and 
provinces?
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ó Chinese immigrants in Brandon are more 
likely than other immigrants to experience 
difficulties based on cultural factors 
(communication, ethnic food, understanding 
cultural differences)


ó They are also much more likely to face 
difficulties obtaining housing. Why?
◦ Income and assets
◦ Credit history, references
◦ Housing preferences (location, amenities, size, 
type)
◦ Language
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Maple Leaf Foods (MLF)


ó Around 80% of new Latin American and 
Chinese residents work at Maple Leaf Foods
◦ Presumably most of these individuals are TFW 


ó What services and programs are available to 
TFW and their families? 
◦ Schooling, income support, language training, 


settlement services, health care
◦ Do their children pay overseas student differential 


fees for post-secondary education?


ó What are the labour market outcomes of the 
adult family members of TFWs?
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Occupational matching at MLF


ó Only 34% of Latin American and 8% of 
Chinese immigrants surveyed are in a job 
related to their training/experience
◦ What is the skill composition of these immigrants?
◦ To what extent are well-qualified immigrants 


working in low-skill jobs? (some indication this is 
the case)
◦ Is this atypical of immigrants (and especially TFWs) 


in other areas of Manitoba? 
◦ What are the longer term employment outcomes of 


TFWs brought in to work at MLF?
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Immigrant arrival rates per thousand population
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} Ontario received 42 percent of annual arrivals last year while 
each province in Atlantic Canada received less than 1 percent 
– the total regional share reaching only 2.6 percent. In 2001, 
these numbers were 59.3 percent and 1.2 percent 
respectively.


} Atlantic Canada has historically received fewer immigrants on 
per capita basis than other Canadian regions, but has 
recently begun to attract, and retain, more immigrants. 
Although each province acts independently to increase its 
share in national immigration, a unified approach has also 
been undertaken. For example, the Council of Atlantic 
Premiers (CAP) has established a unified goal to increase 
international immigration in the Atlantic region.







} At federal level, ACOA has established an Atlantic Population 
Table with representations from CIC, Human Resources and 
Social Development, and the four provincial governments. 
Rural Secretariat also considers immigration in its rural re-
population strategy.


} Municipal governments and private sector across the region 
are also involved.


} So are settlement organizations such the ANC (NL), ISIS 
(NS), ANC (PEI), MACC (NB)
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} Skill shortages
} Decline in markets for goods and services
} Decline in availability of public services
} Decline in federal transfers tied to population
} Weaker representation in House of Commons  







} Compare the labour market performance of immigrants and non-
immigrants in Atlantic Canada and in the rest of Canada.


} Investigate some possible reasons for differential performance .







} Very few studies are found in the literature that analyze 
regional economic performance of immigrants. 


} Economic theory would imply that the overall economic 
performance of immigrants in a host nation will change as a 
result of their re-distribution. 


} Many studies in Canada have shown that immigrants’ 
economic performance has declined over the past decade. 
However, such studies are based on aggregate national data 
and do not analyze immigrants’ performance in the regions 
where they settle within Canada. 







} Descriptive analysis
} Estimations of earnings equations for immigrants and non-


immigrants based on human capital theory.
} Oxaca decomposition method applied to decompose earning 


differentials between immigrants and non-immigrants into two 
components explainable by 1) differential characteristics and 2) 
differential evaluation of characteristics. 


} Census 2006 data used (Data source: Statistics Canada)
} Descriptive analysis is based on data obtained from Statistics 


Canada web sites
} Regression analysis is based on census microdata (2% sample)
} Only immigrants who were 25 and up at the time of arrival are 


considered. 







} Labour force participation rate
} Unemployment rate
} Earning
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Unemployment Rate (%)
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Employment Incomes Relative to Non-immigrants 
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} Differences in labour market characteristics including:
◦ Hours of work supplied
◦ Age (a proxy for experience)
◦ Education
◦ Marital status
◦ Gender


} Differential labor market evaluation of the above







Atlantic Canada Rest of Canada


Overall 1.18 0.75


Due to characteristics 1.12 1.06


Due to evaluation of characteristics 1.05 0.70


Immigrant to Non-immigrant 
earning ratio, 2005







} Immigrants in Canada possess superior labour market 
characteristics compared to non-immigrants, but more so in Atlantic 
Canada. 


ñ More targeted immigration in Atlantic Canada than in the rest of 
the country.


} Overall, immigrants’ characteristics are devalued by labour markets 
in rest of Canada but not in Atlantic Canada. 


ñ Proportionately higher demand for skills in Atlantic Canada







} Immigrants earn more than non-immigrants in Atlantic Canada but 
not so in the rest of Canada, because of


◦ Greater superiority of their labour market characteristics over non-
immigrants in Atlantic Canada than in rest of Canada.


◦ Devaluation of their labour market characteristics in rest of 
Canada but not (overall) in Atlantic Canada.
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Overview of Presentation


•Immigration to Canada
•Immigrant distribution in Canada
•Policy matters: Immigration to Manitoba
•Welcoming communities
• A case study: Brandon Manitoba
•Implications for policy, practice, and 
research
•Challenges for moving forward
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Population Forecast


For  Canada, it is anticipated  that 
deaths will exceed births in about 
2030 and from that point forward  
the only source of population growth 
will be from immigration.
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Rural immigrants in Canada: An overview


§Within rural and small town Canada, 
5.3% were immigrants in 2006
•And most arrived in Canada at least 
20 years earlier
§Within larger urban centres, 23% were 
immigrants in 2006
•And most arrived within the 
previous 20 years
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Concentration of Immigrants: Top 10 cities / Other
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Manitoba Policy Matters


•1996: Canada-MB Immigration Agreement
–1998: included Provincial Nominee Program 
(PNP) and settlement services  
•2006: PNP accounted for 67% of MB’s 
newcomers
−30% of Provincial Nominees chose rural 
destinations
•Policy framework – Growing Through 
Immigration Strategy (2007)
–Current annual target is 10,000 arrivals
–New target is 20,000 over the next decade
–Strategic growth group – senior officials







1Source: Manitoba Labour and Immigration, 2008


Manitoba Immigration 2000 to 2008, by category
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Brandon, Manitoba


Population = 41,511
•1999: Maple Leaf Foods
(MLF) pork processing
plant opened
•2001: MLF began 
foreign recruitment in 
Mexico; later in China.
•2007: Highest rate of 
immigration growth in 
Manitoba
•2009: Approximately 1,500 international recruits 
employed at MLF
–70% of employees are international recruits
–From Mexico, El Salvador, Colombia, China, 
Mauritius and Ukraine.
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Significant New Immigration to Brandon
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Brandon Welcoming Community and MIRIPS Survey


•Interview 200 recent immigrants and 200 
long-term residents concerning the 
characteristics of a welcoming community 
and intercultural relations
•Themes include
–Housing and Neighbourhoods
–Service provision
–Education and Employment
–Multicultural Ideology
–Tolerance/Prejudice
–Attitudes Towards Immigration
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Current Employment


•Work at Maple Leaf Foods:
–78% of Latin American new residents
–82% of Chinese new residents
•Is your primary job an occupation related to 
your training and/or experience?  (affirmative 
responses)


–73% of Canadian long-term residents
–34% of Latin American new residents
–8% of Chinese new residents
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Brandon as a Welcoming Community


Brandon is...
•A welcoming community:
–Over 80% of Canadian long-term residents agree
–Over 90% of Chinese and Latin American new residents 
agree


•A good place to live:
–99% of Canadian long-term residents agree
–100% all Latin American new residents agree
–71% of Chinese new residents agree


•A good place to raise a family:
–97% of Canadian long-term and Latin American residents 
agree
–43% of Chinese new residents agree
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Current RDI research


Welcoming communities
•Regional approach to WC in rural 
communities
–Indicators of WC
–WISR model
–Housing strategies
–Hiring TFW
•Research and policy implications
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What is a Welcoming Community?


A welcoming community attracts 
and retains newcomers
•identify & remove barriers
•promote a sense of belonging
•meet diverse individual needs
•offer services that promote 
successful integration
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Welcoming Community Model


Welcoming communities strive to improve 
capacity to inviting, settling, and retaining 
new residents


•Invite - attract and recruit immigrants to the 
community
•Settle – identify & remove barriers, and meet 
diverse individual needs, including sensitivity to and 
acceptance of cultural diversity  
•Retain –integrate new residents into fabric of 
community and community celebrates cultural 
diversity of new residents
Esses et al. (2009) indicators: employment, housing, education.


Ongoing 
Experiences
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Initial 
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Invite Settle Retain 


Welcoming
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Initial 
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Welcoming
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WC – Housing needs vary


Vacancy rates are very low & have been 
for several years


Immigrants require affordable, but not 
necessarily low income housing


New Immigrant


•Invite – different housing available, 
affordable, suitable


•Settle – Housing choices – starter, 
fix-it-up, to mid and upper range, 
location


•Retain – Housing choices for 
family, location







WC – Housing needs vary


Elements of housing 
strategies
•Settlement system
•Housing inventory
•Land supply
•Housing industry
•Market trends
•Regional market


Actors
•Federal government
•Provincial government
•Local municipalities
•Private sector
•Community 
organizations
•Individuals







WC – Housing strategies


MB PNP (outside of Wpg)


4 centres  7,816      75%
6 centres     558        5%
Other        2,123     20%
Outside  10,497    100%


Typical immigrant  in 
MB


80% married
70% with children
85% employed
66% spouse working
$49k avg income
18%< $30k/yr


Typically, immigrant household shave adequate 
earnings to afford a reasonable house.







WC – Housing strategies


Larger regional centres
Greater demand             build new units


Smaller centres    
Limited demand              modify existing stocks
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Hiring TFWs


Pathway: rural employers hiring TFWs


Step 1: Confirm labour shortage: Cdn citizens


Step 2: Register your MB Business


Step 3: Recruit TFW


Step 4: Apply for a Labour Market Opinion-LMO


Step 5: Apply for Temporary Work Permit and Visa (if 
applicable)


Step 6: TWF enters Canada


Step 7: Welcome and settle employee
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At lot of them 
[TFW’s] haven’t 


lived in cold 
climates, 
economic 


standards are 
different


Rural living isn’t 
for everyone and 
sometimes that’s 
the hardest thing


It’s about a       2-
year process now 
before you get all 
the paperwork in


Hiring TFW’s: Employer’s Views


Our history with these 
people [TFWs] is that 
they are committed to 


the job


Through the LMOs [Labour 
Market Opinion] there’s no 


leeway it’s like simon says 
– one wrong move and 


you’re out…that’s the thing 
we dislike most is the fact 
that once it’s rejected you 
have to start all over again


It’s in our best interest 
[employer] to make sure 
that they’re well settled 
& happy so we certainly 


endeavour to do that


There is a huge cost 
to recruitment, so it 


is better to retain 
the TFW’s, settle 


them & have them 
contribute to the 


community


It’s a big process 
for a small business
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Hiring TFW: Information pathway
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Hiring TFW


Gov’t agencies reviewed Information 
Pathway for rural employers
-Sharing the Information Pathway
-Govt agencies
-Business service groups
-Employers


-Challenge: keeping Pathway current 
(evergreen)
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Information Pathway


Policy implications
-Communicate gov’t solution Better 
integrated immigration processes (for 
TFW) among gov’t agencies
-Hiring process too lengthy Connect rural 
employment opportunities with available 
urban immigrants (provincially, 
nationally)?
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Further research


Further research of WISR model
•What’s practices working in WISR?        
Strategies and engagement activities used by 
rural communities and service providers with 
new residents
•Individual choices? Sequence of 
strategies and activities by immigrants to 
become long term residents in rural 
communities
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Policy implications


Policy implications
•Differentiated policy response              
How best to adjust public services in response 
to an uneven distribution of immigrants in 
rural regions?
•Community development                          
To what extent will rural immigration 
contribute to rural communities 
(economically, socially, culturally, politically, 
environmentally) and what is at risk if they 
do not?
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